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Light emission from biased tunnel junctions has recently 
gained much attention owing to its unique potential to create 
ultracompact optical sources with terahertz modulation band-
width1–5. The emission originates from an inelastic electron 
tunnelling process in which electronic energy is transferred 
to surface plasmon polaritons and subsequently converted to 
radiation photons by an optical antenna. Because most of the 
electrons tunnel elastically, the emission efficiency is typically 
about 10−5–10−4. Here, we demonstrate efficient light gen-
eration from enhanced inelastic tunnelling using nanocrystals 
assembled into metal–insulator–metal junctions. The colour 
of the emitted light is determined by the optical antenna and 
thus can be tuned by the geometry of the junction structures. 
The efficiency of far-field free-space light generation reaches 
~2%, showing an improvement of two orders of magnitude 
over previous work3,4. This brings on-chip ultrafast and ultra-
compact light sources one step closer to reality.

Electrons can tunnel through a metal–insulator–metal (MIM) 
junction either elastically or inelastically. For elastic tunnelling, elec-
trons tunnel across the barrier layer without energy loss6. However, 
the inelastic tunnelling process may create either phonons or pho-
tons as the electrons lose part of their energy in the gap and tran-
sition to a lower energy state in the metal counter-electrode. This 
process can be enhanced in the presence of surface plasmon polari-
tons around the MIM junction, as first discovered in 19761. Later 
theoretical2 and experimental7–10 studies increased the appeal of the 
MIM junction because of its ultra-small footprint and ultra-large 
modulation bandwidth. However, the main challenge for light gen-
eration from inelastic electron tunnelling is its low external quan-
tum efficiency (EQE), a production of internal quantum efficiency 
(IQE) and radiation efficiency. Generally, the IQE describes the 
efficiency of the inelastic tunnelling event and can be increased by 
designing a plasmonic structure with a large local density of optical 
states (LDOS)7,11,12, and the radiation efficiency can be improved by 
introducing a high-quality optical antenna13,14. Recently, light emis-
sion from electrically driven optical antennas made by amorphous 
(polycrystalline) plasmonic material has been demonstrated3,4 with 
quantum efficiencies up to 10−4. Compared with amorphous or 
polycrystalline plasmonic material, single-crystalline material has 
lower plasmonic loss15, which can further enhance the performance 
of the inelastic tunnel junction. Here, we use single-crystalline silver 
(Ag) nanocrystals to form tunnel junctions with gap distances of 
~1.5 nm. Through geometrical engineering of the junctions to opti-
mize the LDOS and radiation efficiency, we obtain a far-field light 

emission efficiency up to ~2% at near-infrared frequencies, showing 
over two orders of magnitude improvement over previous reports3,4. 
The performance is attributed to the very high LDOS obtained by 
using high-quality atomic-level plasmonic cavities created within 
the ultra-small gap between two well-faceted Ag nanocrystals, com-
bined with high radiation efficiency achieved by using the edge-to-
edge configuration as an optical nanoantenna.

The inelastic tunnelling device is schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 1a, where photons are emitted from an electronically biased 
junction formed by two Ag nanocrystals. The nanojunctions are 
assembled and oriented through a previously reported process of 
polymer-mediated nanoparticle assembly16. The gap distance in the 
tunnel junction can be precisely controlled by the length of grafted 
polymers on the cuboid surfaces (Supplementary Section 1). The 
transmission electron microscope (TEM) image in Fig. 1b confirms 
that the gap of the tunnel junction is approximately 1.5 nm. High-
resolution TEM (HRTEM) in Fig. 1c confirms that the Ag structure 
is single-crystalline, which is critical to form a high-quality junction 
and optical antenna.

The total light emission is proportional to the IQE and radiation 
efficiency4. The former is described by Fermi’s golden rule which is 
related to the applied bias voltage and the LDOS. The LDOS ρ can 
be obtained4 from ρ ρ= × P P( / )0 tot 0 , where ρ0 is the vacuum den-
sity of states (DOS), Ptot is the total dissipated power, and P0 is the 
radiated power of a dipole of equal dipole moment in a vacuum 
environment. The radiation efficiency is typically deduced by calcu-
lating the ratio between the radiated power and the total power. The 
plasmonic mode within an ultra-small tunnelling gap, smoothed 
at the atomic level, produces an ultra-strong plasmonic field, caus-
ing greatly enhanced coupling strength between the two electronic 
states (φ1 and φ2 marked in the inset of Fig. 1a), which can greatly 
increase the IQE. By engineering the geometry of the nanojunction 
with different heights (c) of Ag square prisms and different in-plane 
aspect ratios (b/a) of Ag nanobars, the overall efficiency can be 
tuned and optimized at a desired range of working frequency.

Figure 2a shows the simulated LDOS and radiation efficiency 
obtained by placing different dipole polarizations in the centre 
of the gap, where one can see that x polarization dominates the 
LDOS and radiation efficiency. The maximum LDOS and radia-
tion efficiency are 3.1 ×  105 (in units of the DOS of vacuum) and 
24.6%, respectively, for the x polarization. The distribution of the 
plasmonic resonance field shows that it is concentrated within 
the gap and overlaps with the junction very well (Supplementary  
Section 2), promoting the inelastic tunnelling process because of the 
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Fig. 1 | Light emission from an electrically driven optical antenna engineered at the atomic level. a, Schematic diagram of the tunnel junction formed 
by two edge-to-edge Ag single-crystal cuboids encapsulated by a layer of polymer. Here the grafted polymer (polyvinylpyrrolidone) acts as an insulating 
barrier, as its bandgap is more than 4.7 eV (ref. 27). The top inset shows that the photons are generated through inelastic electron tunnelling. Here, EF1 and 
EF2 are the Fermi energies of the left and right Ag cubes, respectively. The device performance can be engineered by tuning the geometrical parameters of 
the tunnel junction including the gap size d, the size of the cuboids (a, b, c) and the curvature of the Ag cuboid edges. b, TEM image of the tunnel junction, 
where the gap is around 1.5 nm. c, Single-crystal lattice of the Ag facet near the tunnel junction (red dashed square in b), imaged by high-resolution TEM. 
The lattice distance is about 0.201 nm, which corresponds to the Ag {200} lattice spacing.
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Fig. 2 | investigation of Ag square-prism-based tunnel junctions. a, LDOS and radiation efficiency (RE) of Ag cubes (70 nm with edge curvature radius of 
10 nm) for different polarizations of dipole located in the centre of the gap. b, Emission spectrum with 3.2 V applied across the tunnel junctions. The black 
and red circles represent measurement data for 65-nm and 70-nm cubes. The solid lines are simulation curves obtained by averaging x-polarized dipoles 
at multiple locations inside the gap (Supplementary Section 2). Inset, top-view scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of tunnel junction after Pt 
electrode deposition. c, LDOS and radiation efficiency of Ag square prisms with height c = 20 nm. The top insets show the charge distribution at the peak 
wavelength of the LDOS (700 nm). d, Experimental and simulated EQE of the tunnel junctions (a =  b =  70 nm, c =  20 to 70 nm) (Supplementary Section 5). 
The green area represents the simulation results, with edge curvature radii r of 5 nm and 10 nm forming the upper and lower bounds. The red squares are 
the experimental results. The error bars represent the standard deviation obtained from measurements on multiple devices. The side-view SEM images 
placed near each point show samples used for the experiment. Scale bar, 40 nm.
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stronger electron–plasmon interaction1. For a 1.5-nm gap, the plas-
monic resonance is only slightly modified by considering either the 
nonlocal effect17 or the quantum correlated model18.

We started with electrical and optical characterization of a junc-
tion device formed by two 70-nm Ag nanocubes (Supplementary 
Sections 3 and 4). Using the applied voltage that corresponds to the 
maximum light emission, the emission spectrum of the nanojunc-
tion (red circles in Fig. 2b) shows a clear peak at ~680 nm, which 
agrees well with the simulation result (red solid curve in Fig. 2b). 
Once the light emission power has been obtained, the EQE (num-
ber of photons per electron) of the Ag-cube tunnel junctions can 
be calculated (Supplementary Section 5). This gives a result of 
(1.8 ±  0.2) ×  10−3 at the peak location of the light emission power, 
showing one order of magnitude improvement compared with pre-
vious work using an optical antenna3,4.

One advantage of the metallic nanocrystal junction for light 
generation is the high tunability of the emission wavelength, which 
can be achieved by changing the size of the nanocrystal. To further 
confirm such scalability, a tunnel junction between 65-nm cubes 
was chosen. The corresponding emission spectrum measurement 
is again shown in Fig. 2b (black circles). As expected, the emis-
sion spectrum shifts to a shorter wavelength (peak ~625 nm). 
The EQE obtained for this tunnelling device is (1.9 ±  0.2) ×  10−3 
(Supplementary Section 5), similar to that for the device using 
70-nm cubes.

As can be seen from Fig. 2a, the peaks of the LDOS and of the 
radiation efficiency are misaligned, and this limits the light genera-
tion performance. The charge distribution of the nanocube junc-
tion at the peak wavelength of the LDOS is of high-order nature 
(Supplementary Section 6) rather than the simple dipole needed for 
maximum radiation efficiency, leading to the misalignment in the 
maxima. Further improvement in the performance of the device can 
be achieved by aligning the peaks of the LDOS mode and the radia-
tion efficiency at the same emission wavelength, and this is demon-
strated by shrinking the height of the cube to create a square prism. 
Figure 2c shows the simulated LDOS and radiation efficiency for a 
square-prism-based tunnel junction with height c = 20 nm (for more 
information, see Supplementary Section 6). The corresponding 
charge distribution at the peak wavelength of the LDOS is presented 

in the top inset of Fig. 2c, which confirms the dipole-mode oscilla-
tion. To fabricate the square-prism tunnel junction, we produced 
square-prism nanoparticles by a polyol synthesis process19 and gen-
erated the nanojunction in a polystyrene matrix (Supplementary 
Section 1). Experimental characterization (Supplementary Section 4)  
shows that EQE is gradually improved by reducing the height of the 
square prisms, which agrees well with numerical predictions (see 
Fig. 2d). This optimization process improves the EQE of the nano-
junction device to about 1%.

Another strategy for enhancing the EQE of the tunnel junction 
is to change the planar aspect ratio (b/a). The simulated LDOS and 
radiation efficiency of nanobar junctions with different b/a values 
are provided in Supplementary Sections 7–9. All of them show 
good alignment between LDOS and radiation efficiency peaks. 
With increasing b/a values, the LDOS gradually increases, and both 
LDOS and radiation efficiency peaks shift to longer wavelength 
with lower plasmonic loss, leading to improved EQE relative to a 
nanocube junction with b/a =  1. Experimental characterization 
(Supplementary Section 10) of nanobar junctions with different b/a 
values (red square in Fig. 3) shows increased EQE with higher b/a, 
which agrees with simulations (green shaded area in Fig. 3). The 
b/a =  3.8 nanobar junction shows an EQE of (1.10 ±  0.07) ×  10−2, 
which is 5.5 times as high as for the 70-nm nanocube junction. Note 
that the deviation between the experimental results and simulated 
predictions may result from the varied radius of curvature at the 
edge of the nanobar devices.

The EQE of tunnel junction can be further improved to ~2% 
(black square in Fig. 3) by using a junction between nanobars with 
b/a =  4 and c = 20 nm, combining the optimized height with the 
increasing b/a value of the nanobar. Figure 4a shows the measured 
light emission power detected at different voltages. The EQE of 
(2.01 ±  0.07) ×  10−2 is calculated by using the maximum emission 
power (Fig. 4b) at applied voltage ~1.5 V. The voltage-dependent 
light emission power is an interplay between the threshold voltage, 
the inelastic tunnelling current and the coupling between two elec-
tronic states, φ1 and φ2 (Supplementary Section 11). The emission 
spectrum shows maximum light generation at ~1,500 nm under an 
applied voltage of 1.5 V (black circles in Fig. 4b), which agrees well 
with the simulated prediction (solid line in Fig. 4b). Figure 4c shows 
that the emission is highly anisotropic and mainly dominated by 
x polarization (red circles), which agrees well with the simulation 
result (blue solid curve). The x-polarized emission pattern fur-
ther verifies the dipole-mode emission from the Ag nanocrystal  
tunnel junctions.

Further enhancement of EQE may include reducing the gap dis-
tance between the nanocrystals in the tunnel junction and improv-
ing the shape of nanocrystal by using a smaller curvature radius at 
the corners. The theoretically predicted EQE of a nanobar tunnel 
junction with c =  20 nm can be enhanced to around 10% scale with 
an emission peak in the near-infrared region by using a corner cur-
vature radius of 2 nm and a 1-nm gap (Supplementary Section 12). 
The performance could also be improved by low-temperature oper-
ation, because of the higher figure of merit ( ε ε| ′ ′′|/ , the magnitude 
of the ratio of the real to the imaginary part of the permittivity) of 
the plasmonic material15 and improved thermal stability. Another 
direction for future exploration could be to improve the inelastic 
tunnelling current by designing resonant tunnel junctions20–22.

In conclusion, light generation through inelastic electron tunnel-
ling has been explored in Ag tunnel junction structures with vari-
ous geometries. The combination of the high radiation efficiency of 
edge-to-edge assembled single-crystalline Ag nanoantenna with a 
large LDOS in the ultra-small tunnelling gap greatly increases the 
far-field light emission efficiency from spontaneous inelastic tun-
nelling to ~2%. Other than the methods mentioned above, the emis-
sion efficiency could be further improved by directly coupling the 
radiation to on-chip components such as waveguides or cavities, so 
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Fig. 3 | Numerical and experimental study of Ag nanobar-based tunnel 
junctions. Simulated and experimental EQE for various b/a ratios. The 
curved dashed lines that bound the green shaded area represent simulation 
results with planar width (a) of 70 nm and 100 nm. The red and black 
squares are the experimentally characterized results with c =  40 and 
c =  20, respectively. The error bars represent the standard deviation from 
measurements of multiple devices. The side-view SEM images placed near 
each point show samples used for the experiment. Scale bar, 40 nm.
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that the device could be integrated into photonics and/or plasmonic 
systems for on-chip applications23–26. In principle, the emission 
frequency of the MIM junction device could cover a range from 
ultraviolet to mid-infrared, although the details of the material and 
junction configurations need to be designed accordingly. Optical 
interconnections using light-emitting sources based on tunnel junc-
tions will make it possible to achieve an extremely large bandwidth 
for greatly improved speed and quality of communications.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any asso-
ciated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41566-018-0216-2.
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Fig. 4 | Silver nanobar-based tunnel junction with optimized EQE. a, Experimental characterization of the emission power at different voltages. b, Emission 
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Methods
Numerical simulation. Numerical finite-element simulations were performed 
with COMSOL Multiphysics software. The LDOS and radiation efficiency were 
simulated by placing a dipole in the tunnelling junction gap, with the Ag material 
property taken from ref. 28 and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) from ref. 29. The unit 
for the LDOS is the DOS of vacuum.

Sample preparation. Details of the fabrication of the Ag nanoparticle-based 
tunnel junction are provided in Supplementary Section 1. The electrode of the 
tunnel junction device is produced by focused-ion-beam assisted Pt deposition. 
The connection area between the cubes and electrodes is milled by the ion beam to 
remove the polymer before Pt deposition.

Sample characterization. Details of the measurement set-up for the inelastic 
tunnel devices are provided in Supplementary Section 3.

Data Availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings 
of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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